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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In November 2019, the City of Fredericksburg, Texas initiated a Traffic Impact Study (TIS) to be performed
by Kimley-Horn. The purpose of the TIS is to determine ways to provide local congestion relief. The TIS
covers two major components – 1) an evaluation of high-priority new connection projects, identified in
Figure 1 below as medium-term solutions, and 2) short-term operational and safety improvements at
intersections in the City Limits. In Figure 1 below, the new connections are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Post Oak Extension (completes gap from Bowie St to Main St, widens Post Oak)
Mulberry Extension (connects Mulberry at Llano to Main at Eagle)
Frederick Rd Extension (SH 16 to US 290 E)
Inner Loop Extension (formerly Friendship Lane or Interim Relief Route from SH 16 to US 87 N)

Figure 1: Four High-Priority Connection Options
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND BENEFITS
MEDIUM TERM SOLUTIONS
In general, all four new connection options would see benefits in key travel measures of effectiveness,
including travel time savings and amount of fuel consumed. Cost estimates for all projects include costs of
construction, Right-of-Way (ROW) acquisition, new signals, widening at major intersections, and
engineering costs. For comparison’s sake, benefits for all projects were estimated using two factors over a
20-year period: (1) the daily reduction in travel delay multiplied by a person’s value of time (i.e. how much
a person values their time no longer spent in traffic), and (2) the amount of fuel cost savings. The
benefit/cost ratio and cost estimate for each project is summarized in Table 1.
Table 1: Benefit-Cost Ratios for Extension Projects
Measure

Intersection
plus Post
Oak

Intersection
plus
Mulberry

Intersection
plus
Frederick

Intersection
plus Inner
Loop

Cost

$7.2 Million

$7.9 Million

$17 Million

$21 Million

Benefit/Cost (B/C) ratio
over a 20-year period

3.9

3.8

1.8

1.6

Some of these new connections are identified on the 2017 Transportation Master Plan, while others are
modifications of projects that appear in whole or in part in the 2017 Transportation Master Plan. The four
new connection projects are classified as either collector streets or arterial streets, based on the ultimate
anticipated function of each roadway. The following Figure 2 and Figure 3 illustrate the anticipated cross
section for each roadway that was used as a basis for the project cost and ROW acquisition
requirements. Post Oak Extension and Mulberry Extension are contemplated as collector roadways in
Figure 2, while Frederick Rd and Inner Loop are contemplated as arterial roadways in Figure 3.

Figure 2: Recommended Collector Road with 60 Foot ROW Section (subject to change)

Figure 3: Recommended Minor Arterial Road with 140 Foot ROW Section (subject to change)
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Post Oak Extension
The Post Oak Extension would connect Main St to Adams St between Post Oak at Adams and Cherry at
Main with a 44 ft wide roadway (face of curb to face of curb) within 60 ft of ROW. The projected average
daily traffic on this road in 2040 is between 6,700-8,800 vehicles per day. It is assumed that this
extension would relieve 10% of traffic turning between Adams and Main and 25% of traffic turning
between Milam and Main as well as at between Milam at SH 16.

Mulberry Extension
The Mulberry Extension would connect Main St to Llano St between Eagle at Main and Mulberry at Llano
with a 44 ft wide roadway (face of curb to face of curb) within 60 ft of ROW. The projected average daily
traffic on this road in 2040 is 6,700 vehicles per day. It is assumed that this extension would relieve 50%
of traffic turning between Llano and Main; 25% of traffic turning left off Llano between Austin and Travis;
and 25% of traffic turning right along Main between Lincoln and Olive.

Frederick Extension
The Frederick Extension would connect Main St to Llano St between Friendship at US 290 and Frederick
at Llano with a 70 ft wide roadway (face of curb to face of curb) within 140 ft of ROW. The projected
average daily traffic on this road in 2040 is 6,000 vehicles per day. It is assumed that this extension would
relieve 25% of traffic turning between Llano and Main; 15% of traffic turning left along Llano between
Austin and Mulberry; and 15% of traffic turning right along Main between Lincoln and Goehmann.

Inner Loop Extension
The Inner Loop Extension, previously known as the Friendship Extension or Interim Relief Route, is
situated around the western edge of Fredericksburg and would connect SH 16 to US 290 and US 87 with
a 70 ft wide roadway (face of curb to face of curb) within 140 ft of ROW to primarily redirect non-local
traffic. The projected average daily traffic on this road in 2040 is 5,700 vehicles per day. It is assumed
that this extension would reroute 20% of traffic traveling to downtown at Friendship and US 290; 20% of
traffic heading west at the intersection of Washington and Main; and a portion of traffic turning at Adams
and Main.

SHORT TERM SOLUTIONS
Short-term relief options were considered by analyzing the twenty-six (26) signalized intersections in the
City of Fredericksburg, as well as some additional intersections identified for safety issues, for a total of
twenty-eight (28) studied intersections. Of these intersections, twenty-three (23) were found to have viable
improvement options. The benefit of implementing these options is significant, and the impact of these
projects (benefit and cost) is included in the benefit/cost ratio of each of the four new connection projects.

Lane Assignment and Signal Improvements
Many intersections can benefit from reassigning lanes to improve operations. Some lane reassignments
involve “swapping” lanes – for example, changing a though-left lane and right turn only lane approach to
instead be a left turn only and through-right lane approach. Some lane reassignments involve adding new
lanes by better utilizing the existing road space with new paint for traffic. Some lane reassignments
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involve adding new lanes by adding new pavement surface. At Washington at Main and Creek at Adams,
a recommendation from the 2017 Transportation Master Plan has been reiterated to make Washington
one-way northbound on the north side of Main and Creek Street one-way eastbound east of Adams.
Some lane reassignments require upgrading existing signal heads, primarily for left turns, such as at Elk
and Main on the southbound approach, to include left turn or right turn arrow indications.

Safety Improvements
Safety-specific improvements have been made for seven locations in Fredericksburg, including five
signalized intersections which have also been analyzed for operational improvements. These seven
intersections were selected based on crash history and include (1) US 290 at US 87 (“the Y”), (2) Main at
Olive, (3) Main at Highway, (4) Main at Llano, (5) Washington at Walnut, (6) Llano at Travis, and (7)
Milam at Austin. Safety improvements include restriping, adding new pedestrian or left turn signal heads,
installing new signs, access management and drainage improvements. Additionally, many stop bars at
minor streets intersecting with Main Street are suggested to be moved further back from the intersections
to provide room for large trucks turning right that conflict with left turns

Signal Timing Improvements
Several intersection timing changes have been suggested to reduce overall delay at signalized
intersections. It is recommended that signal timings at all signalized intersections are updated every 2-3
years in the future to respond to local demands.

PRELIMINARY RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the analysis performed, the intersections package and any of the four new connection options
would improve conditions in Fredericksburg and the surrounding local area. The short-term projects
would have a significant benefit to local traffic at a relatively low cost and could be implemented within the
next 1-3 years. Each of the four new connection options offer different benefits to local traffic, though
there are significant variations in costs and benefits between each project. Any recommendations made
regarding the four new connection projects is reliant on the anticipated budget for these projects.
FINAL RECOMMENDATION TO BE FILLED IN AT A LATER DATE
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STATE OF THE CITY
Fredericksburg is the county seat of Gillespie County in the central Texas Hill Country. In 2017, the
population of Fredericksburg was estimated to be 11,400, while the Gillespie County population was
estimated to be 26,600. The city has many unique cultural characteristics including a strong German
heritage, a large peach industry, and several wineries which make it a popular tourist destination.
Two US highways, one state highway, and three major FM roads intersect in Fredericksburg. The
following Table 2 shows the 6 major roadways and primary direction in the City and County. Despite all
these connections, no loop connects the regional roadways. All regional traffic must pass through
downtown Fredericksburg. Traffic on regional roads in Fredericksburg is estimating to be growing at a
rate of about three percent per year. Traffic count information from 2019 is available in Appendix A.
Table 2: Major Roadways and Direction
Highway Name

Primary
Direction

US 290 (Main St)

East-West

US 87 (Washington Ave)

North-South

SH 16 (Adams / Llano)

North-South

FM 965 (Milam Street)

North-South

FM 1631 (Olive Street)

East-West

FM 2093 (Tivydale Rd)

East-West

Four significant developments are underway in Fredericksburg and are anticipated to either be completed
or to have some intermediate stages completed within the next five years by 2025. These developments
are the 7 Hills Hotel, the Windcrest area development, the Frieden development, and the Friendship Oaks
development. These 4 developments are shown in Figure 4.
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The 7 Hills Hotel

Windcrest area
Developments

Friendship Oaks

Frieden

Figure 4: Planned Significant Developments
The 7 Hills Hotel is planned to be constructed near the intersection of US 290 and US 87 (“The Y”) and is
expected to generate as many as 920 trips during the weekday afternoon (or “PM”) peak hour. It will
include a hotel, several restaurants, some small residential developments, and offices. It is anticipated to
be developed by 2020. The 7 Hills Hotel is estimated to have significant impacts at intersections along
Main Street and along Washington Street, especially the intersections of US 290 at US 87 (“The Y”) and
Main at Milam.
The Windcrest area housing development is planned to be constructed near Windcrest Road west of SH
16 and is expected to generate as many as 860 trips during the PM peak hour. It will be a single-family
and multi-family site with some commercial development. It is anticipated to be developed by 2023. The
Windcrest area development is estimated to have significant impacts at intersections along Adams Street
(SH 16), Milam Street, and Main Street, especially the intersection of SH 16 at Live Oak.
The Frieden development is planned to be constructed between Washington Street and US 290 East
south of Winding Oak Drive and west of Heritage Hills, and it is expected to generate as many as 2,100
trips during the PM peak hour. It will be a single-family and multi-family site with significant commercial
development. It is anticipated to be developed in five stages, with the final stage completing in 2023. The
Frieden development is estimated to have significant impacts at intersections along Main Street and
Washington Street, especially the intersections of Main at Washington, Washington at Highway,
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Washington at Friendship, and US 290 at Friendship. New signals are also anticipated to be installed as
part of the project at US 87 and Victor Eckhardt Rd and at US 290 E and Mariposa Dr.
The Friendship Oaks development is planned to be constructed near the southeast corner of Friendship
Lane and Washington Street, slightly northwest of the Frieden development, and it is expected to
generate as many as 480 trips in the PM peak hour. It will be a primarily single-family development with
annual stages of development completing in 2026. The Friendship Oaks development is estimated to
have significant impacts at intersections along Main Street and Washington Street, especially the
intersections of Main at Lincoln, Main at Washington, Washington at Highway, and Washington at
Friendship.
The analysis conducted in this TIS primarily focuses on traffic conditions in future year 2025, including
any traffic effects induced by the developments mentioned above. However, all alignment options
analyzed in this study have been evaluated for a horizon year of 2040 to ensure roadway sizing will be
adequate. Traffic has been grown at a rate of 3% compounded annually based on historical count data in
the area to evaluate both the 2025 and 2040 study years, in addition to the four described larger point
sources of development.
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MEDIUM TERM IMPROVEMENTS – NEW CONNECTIONS
In 2017, the Fredericksburg Transportation Master Plan identified four (4) high-priority connections for
improving local traffic. These connections were the Mulberry Extension and the Frederick Extension in the
northeast, and the Post Oak Extension and the Inner Loop Extension in the southwest. Alignments
currently shown are subject to change and were chosen to maximize use of existing ROW and minimize
property disturbances. These four high-priority connections are shown in Figure 5 (also shown as Figure
1 in the Executive Summary).

Figure 5: Four High-Priority Alignment Options
This study evaluates these four (4) projects based on the benefit each connection provides for the overall
transportation system and some critical intersections. Implementation of any of these projects is expected
to occur within 5-10 years to provide medium-term relief.
Baseline conditions assume that intersection projects identified later in this study are completed in all four
new connection scenarios. In addition to updated cost estimates and performance analysis, each new
connection project is compared using benefit / cost analysis. This analysis quantifies the economic impact
of improvements based on delay savings and fuel savings, comparing the benefit to overall project cost to
develop a metric for Return on Investment (ROI). This analysis helps create a more equal comparison of
projects. Detailed cost information for all four alignments can be found in Appendix B. It should be noted
that costs may change slightly when final alignments are set, and detailed design is completed, should
these projects move forward to design and construction. A contingency is included in the costs to be
conservative, and is shown in Appendix B.
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(1) POST OAK EXTENSION
The Post Oak extension project would connect Main Street to SH 16 South by extending first from Creek
to Bowie, then from Live Oak to Windcrest. Widening or reconstruction is needed in other portions of the
project between US 290 and SH 16. The projected average daily traffic on this road in 2040 is between
6,700-8,800 vehicles per day (which includes existing traffic of 1,700 to 3,800 vehicles per day, a
projected increase of 5,000 vehicles per day). The extents of this proposed extension / widening are
shown in Figure 6.

SH 16 at Post Oak Inset

Figure 6: Post Oak Extension

ALIGNMENT & REDISTRIBUTION ASSUMPTIONS
The alignment for this connection will primarily follow existing Post Oak Rd, with the only new alignment
connecting Post Oak Rd to Cherry Street across Baron’s Creek between Bowie St and Creek St.
For this extension, the following redistribution assumptions were evaluated in the analysis presented:
1. Traffic turning between Adams and Main will be relieved by 10%
2. Traffic turning between Milam and Main will be relieved by 25%
3. Traffic turning between Milam and SH 16 will be relieved by 25%
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COST CONSIDERATIONS
The total cost for this extension is anticipated to be $7.2 Million. The following costs were considered for
this extension, anticipated to be built as shown in Figure 2 in the Executive Summary.
1. Signals: New signals will likely be constructed at Main St and at SH 16 South. The cost of a new
signal is roughly $400,000 each, so if both are needed, total cost is $800,000.
2. Right-of-way: Much of the ROW needed for this extension is already owned by the city. Some
new right-of-way will need to be acquired for this extension project. The cost was calculated
based on Gillespie Central Appraisal District land values and based on the footprint of this project
ROW. This ROW is expected to cost $47,521.
3. Utilities: Utility adjustments are given an allowance in the total project, cost, but utility relocations
and new utility lines under the roadway are not included in the projected cost.
4. This overall cost is different from the 2017 TMP cost due to complete roadway reconstruction, the
addition of three signals, the addition of two bridges, and updated unit prices.

EXTENSION IMPROVEMENTS
Implementing the Post Oak extension would provide additional relief to local traffic in addition to the
smaller intersection improvement projects planned.
At a network level, the Post Oak extension would decrease travel delay by 77 hours during the PM peak
hour and by 109 hours during the weekend peak hour. Travelers would have to make fewer stops at
intersections during the peak hours. Overall speed on the network would increase by 2 to 3 mph. Table 3
below shows these improvements in network-level Measures of Effectiveness (MOE’s).
At an intersection level, the Post Oak extension would benefit Main at Milam and Washington at Highway.
The extension would likely necessitate a signal at Cherry at Main St and at Post Oak at Adams, and
signals would greatly reduce the overall delay for these intersections. Information about corridor-level and
intersection-level improvements can be found in Appendix C.

Table 3: Post Oak Extension Network MOE’s
PM Peak

Weekend Peak

Measure

Intersection
Improvements

Intersections
plus Extension

Intersection
Improvements

Intersections
plus Extension

Travel Delay (hr)

383

306

432

323

Average Speed (mph)

23

25

22

25
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(2) MULBERRY EXTENSION
The Mulberry extension project is an updated version of the earlier Morse extension project from the 2017
TMP, with alignment revised to minimize residential street disruption with new traffic but still utilize
existing City ROW. The extension would connect Main Street to Llano Street by extending from Mulberry
Street to US 290 (at intersection with N Eagle St). The projected average daily traffic on this road in 2020
is 6,700 vehicles per day. The extents of this proposed extension are shown in Figure 7, but the
alignment is not set for this project.

US 290 at N Eagle Inset

Figure 7: Mulberry Extension

ALIGNMENT & REDISTRIBUTION ASSUMPTIONS
The alignment for this connection will follow existing Mulberry Street and then connect to ROW previously
acquired by the City for the Morse Street connection, but not to Morse Street. From the intersection with
Olive Street, the alignment will continue until intersecting with N Eagle Street and then terminate at US
290 E.
For this extension, the following redistribution assumptions were evaluated in the analysis presented:
1. Traffic turning between Llano and Main will be relieved by 50%
2. Traffic turning left off Llano between Austin and Travis will be relieved by 25%
3. Traffic turning right along Main between Lincoln and Olive will be relieved by 25%
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COST CONSIDERATIONS
The total cost for this extension is anticipated to be $7.9 Million. The following costs were considered for
this extension, anticipated to be built as shown in Figure 2 in the Executive Summary.
1. Signals: New signals may be constructed at Llano St, RR 1631, and US 290 near Eagle St. The
cost of a new signal is roughly $400,000, so if all 3 are needed, total cost is $1.2 Million.
2. Right-of-way: New right-of-way will need to be acquired for the portion of this project not on the
2017 TMP, which was previously acquired by the City. The cost was calculated based on
Gillespie Central Appraisal District land values and based on the footprint of this project ROW
The expected cost of new ROW to acquire is $593,836.
3. Utilities: Utility adjustments are given an allowance in the total project, cost, but utility relocations
and new utility lines under the roadway are not included in the projected cost.
4. This overall cost is different from the 2017 TMP cost due to an additional 5,000’ of roadway and
ROW acquisition, one additional bridge, and updated unit prices.

EXTENSION IMPROVEMENTS
Implementing the Mulberry extension would provide additional relief to Fredericksburg roads in addition to
the smaller intersection improvement projects planned.
At a network level, the Mulberry extension would decrease travel delay by 77 hours during the PM peak
hour and by 127 hours during the weekend peak hour. Travelers would have to make fewer stops at
intersections during the peak hours. Overall speed on the network would increase by 2 to 3 mph. Table 4
below shows these improvements in network level MOE’s.
At a corridor level, the Mulberry extension would improve the performance of Llano St and Main St.
Speeds would generally remain the same, but travel delay would decrease on these two corridors.
At an intersection level, the Mulberry extension would greatly benefit Main at Llano and Washington at
Highway. The extension would likely necessitate a signal at N Eagle St and Main St, at Mulberry St and
Llano St and at Mulberry St and Olive St. Information about corridor-level and intersection-level
improvements can be found in Appendix C.

Table 4: Mulberry Extension Network MOE’s
PM

Weekend

Measure

Intersection
Improvements

Intersections
plus Extension

Intersection
Improvements

Intersections
plus Extension

Travel Delay (hr)

383

306

432

305

Average Speed (mph)

23

25

22

25
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(3) FREDERICK EXTENSION
The Frederick extension project would connect Main Street to Llano Street by extending first from RR
1631 to US 290 East, then from SH 16 (Llano) to RR 1631. The projected average daily traffic on this
road in 2040 is 6,000 vehicles per day, excluding any future use by new developments in this area
beyond the scope of this study. The extents of this proposed extension are shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Frederick Extension

ALIGNMENT & REDISTRIBUTION ASSUMPTIONS
The alignment of this roadway follows the 2017 TMP alignment and utilizes some existing Right-of-Way
dedicated by plat in the mid-1980’s near SH 16.
For this extension, the following redistribution assumptions were evaluated in the analysis presented:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Traffic turning between Llano and Main will be relieved by 25%
Traffic turning left along Llano between Austin and Mulberry will be relieved by 15%
Traffic turning right along Main between Lincoln and Goehmann will be relieved by 15%
As a result of redistributions, it is anticipated that the daily traffic on Frederick Extension in 2040
would be 6,000 vehicles per day. This ADT should be accommodated on an interim 3-lane
section, with future expansion to a 5-lane section in the future, at least 20 years out.
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COST CONSIDERATIONS
The total cost for this extension is anticipated to be $17 Million. The following costs were considered for
this extension, anticipated to be built as shown in Figure 3 in the Executive Summary.
1. Signals: A new signal may be constructed at SH 16, RR 1631, and US 290. The cost of a new
signal is roughly $400,000 each; however, the signal at US 290 is already operational and would
only need one new pole and associated required equipment, which would cost $150,000. If all 3
are needed, total cost is $950,000.
2. Right-of-way: New right-of-way will need to be acquired for this extension project. The cost was
calculated based on Gillespie Central Appraisal District land values and based on the footprint of
this project ROW. This ROW is expected to cost $1,708,390.
3. Utilities: Utility adjustments are given an allowance in the total project, cost, but utility relocations
and new utility lines under the roadway are not included in the projected cost.
4. Intersections: Additional cost was put in for flaring out streets at major intersections.
5. This overall cost is different from the 2017 TMP cost due to reduced bridge size, change in ROW
acquisition pricing, eliminating sidewalks, adding three signals, and updated unit prices.

EXTENSION IMPROVEMENTS
Implementing the Frederick extension would provide additional relief to Fredericksburg roads in addition
to the smaller intersection improvement projects planned, though not as much relief as the Mulberry
extension project.
At a network level, the Frederick extension would decrease travel delay by 73 hours during the PM peak
hour and by 126 hours during the weekend peak hour. Travelers would have to make fewer stops at
intersections during the peak hours. Overall speed on the network would increase by 2 to 3 mph. Table 5
below shows these improvements in network level MOE’s.
At a corridor level, the Frederick extension would improve the performance of Llano St and Main St.
Speeds would increase during the weekend peak, and travel delay would decrease on these two
corridors.
At an intersection level, the Frederick extension would greatly benefit Main at Llano. Information about
corridor-level and intersection-level improvements can be found in Appendix C.

Table 5: Frederick Extension Network MOE’s
PM

Weekend

Measure

Intersection
Improvements

Intersections
plus Extension

Intersection
Improvements

Intersections
plus Extension

Travel Delay (hr)

383

310

432

306

Average Speed (mph)

23

25

22

25
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(4) INNER LOOP EXTENSION
The Inner Loop Extension, previously known as the Friendship Extension or Interim Relief Route, is
situated around the western edge of Fredericksburg and would connect SH 16 South to US 290 W and
US 87 N to primarily redirect non-local traffic. The projected average daily traffic on this road in 2040 is
5,700 vehicles per day, excluding any future use by new developments in this area beyond the scope of
this study. The extents of this proposed extension are shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Inner Loop Extension

ALIGNMENT & REDISTRIBUTION ASSUMPTIONS
The alignment of this extension follows that of a 2015 study commissioned by the City.
For this extension, the following redistribution assumptions were evaluated in the analysis presented:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Traffic traveling downtown at Friendship and US 290 will be relieved by 20%
Traffic heading west at the intersection of Washington and Main will be relieved by 20%
Traffic heading west at the intersection of Adams and Main will be relieved by 5-20%
As a result of redistributions, it is anticipated that the daily traffic on Friendship extension in 2040
would be 5,700 vehicles per day. This ADT should be accommodated on an interim 3-lane
section, with future expansion to a 5-lane section in the future, at least 20 years out.
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COST CONSIDERATIONS
The total cost for this extension is anticipated to be $21 Million. The following costs were considered for
this extension, anticipated to be built as shown in Figure 3 in the Executive Summary.
1. Signals: A new signal will likely be constructed at FM 2093, Live Oak, US 290 W, and US 87 N.
The cost of a new signal is $400,000, so if all 4 are needed the total is $1.6 Million.
2. Right-of-way: New right-of-way will need to be acquired for this extension project. The cost was
calculated based on Gillespie Central Appraisal District land values and based on the footprint of
this project ROW. This ROW is expected to cost $2,437,781.
3. Utilities: Utility adjustments are given an allowance in the total project, cost, but utility relocations
and new utility lines under the roadway are not included in the projected cost.
4. Intersections: Additional cost was put in for flaring out streets at major intersections.
5. This overall cost is different from the 2017 TMP cost due to a shorter alignment, eliminating three
bridges, change in ROW acquisition pricing, eliminating sidewalk, adding four signals, and
updated unit prices.

EXTENSION IMPROVEMENTS
Implementing the Inner Loop extension would provide additional relief to local traffic by shifting regional
traffic, in addition to the smaller intersection improvement projects planned.
At a network level, the Inner Loop extension would decrease travel delay by 79 hours during the PM peak
hour and by 122 hours during the weekend peak hour. Travelers would have to make fewer stops at
intersections during the peak hours. Overall speed on the network would increase by 2 to 3 mph. Table 6
below shows these improvements in network level MOE’s.
At a corridor level, the Inner Loop extension would improve the performance of Adams St and Main St.
Speeds would increase during the weekend peak, and total travel time would decrease on these two
corridors.
At an intersection level, the Inner Loop extension would benefit Milam at Main, Adams at Main, Llano at
Main, and Washington at Main. Information about corridor-level and intersection-level improvements can
be found in Appendix C.

Table 6: Inner Loop Extension PM Network MOE’s
PM

Weekend

Measure

Intersection
Improvements

Intersections
plus Extension

Intersection
Improvements

Intersections
plus Extension

Travel Delay (hr)

383

304

432

310

Average Speed (mph)

23

25

22

25
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BENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS
A benefit-cost (B/C) analysis allows for projects to be compared by the amount of benefit the project
provides for every dollar spent. A higher B/C ratio means a higher return on investment (ROI). The
process of generating benefit-cost values for the four new connection projects is outlined below.
Costs considered for each of these new connection projects were capital costs. Construction costs were
calculated by quantities. Mobilization, drainage, utility, and other related costs were calculated as a
percentage of construction costs. Additional capital improvement project costs like engineering,
surveying, and geotechnical work and contingency costs were also calculated as a percentage of
construction costs. A detailed breakdown of all costs is shown in Appendix B.
Benefits considered for each of these extension projects were operational improvements converted into a
monetary benefit over a 20-year period. The two operational improvements considered were decreases in
travel delay and decreases in fuel consumed.
Travel delay is modeled as hours of delay during the peak hour and was calculated at a corridor level and
at a city-wide level, though only city-wide level delays were used for the benefit-cost analysis. Annual
travel delay costs were calculated using methods similar to those used by the Texas Transportation
Institute. Daily non-peak hour delay is estimated to be roughly equal to peak hour delay (i.e. double the
peak hour for one day), and each hour of delay is estimated to cost $20 in economic losses. These daily
delays were then multiplied by 365 days and by 20 years resulting in 20-year delay costs.
Fuel consumed is modeled as gallons of fuel during the peak hour and was calculated at a corridor level
and at a city-wide level, though only city-wide level delays were used for the benefit-cost analysis. Gas
was estimated at an average cost of $3.00 per gallon over the next 20 years. Daily non-peak hour fuel
consumption is estimated to be the same amount as peak hour consumption. The daily cost of fuel
consumed was then multiplied by 365 days and by 20 years resulting in 20-year fuel costs.
Benefit-cost ratios for each proposed project are shown below, a result of dividing the total benefit over 20
years by the total project costs.

Table 7: Benefit-Cost Ratios
Measure

Intersection
plus Post
Oak

Intersection
plus
Mulberry

Intersection
plus
Frederick

Intersection
plus Inner
Loop

Cost

$7.2 Million

$7.9 Million

$17 Million

$21 Million

Benefit/Cost (B/C) ratio
over a 20-year period

3.9

3.8

1.8

1.6
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SHORT TERM IMPROVEMENTS - INTERSECTION PROJECTS
While the alignment options presented in the previous section provide medium-term relief, options were
sought for more immediate short-term relief. Traffic operations issues were observed and forecasted in
the study area for the year 2025 to reflect short-term conditions, without building of new or widened
routes. A citywide SynchroTM model was developed to analyze improvements in 2025, including all
twenty-six (26) current intersections with a traffic signal and the four (4) locations without a signal that
were analyzed for operations with potential new connections for a total of thirty (30) intersections. Twentythree (23) intersections were found to have viable improvement options. These twenty-three intersections
are listed below.
US 290 at US 87 (“The Y”)
Main at Milam
Main at Orange
Main at Adams
Main at Llano
Main at Lincoln
Main at Washington
Main at Elk

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Main at Olive
US 290 at Highway
US 290 at Friendship
Llano at Austin
Llano at Travis
Adams at San Antonio
Adams at Creek
Adams at Live Oak

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

SH 16 at Windcrest
SH 16 at Highway
SH 16 at Milam
SH 16 at Friendship
Washington at Highway
Washington at Walnut
Milam at Austin

The short-term operational and safety improvements identified at these twenty-three intersections and the
associated planning-level costs are presented in this section. A list of detailed improvements for each
intersection can be found in Appendix D. The planning-level cost to perform the improvements to all
twenty-three intersections is $720,000. This cost includes striping and lane assignment changes, signal
timing changes, and various safety improvements and major construction costs as well as “soft costs”
such as engineering, inspection, and testing. A detailed cost breakdown for all intersection projects can
be found in Appendix E.

SHORT-TERM IMPROVEMENTS: MAIN STREET CORRIDOR SUMMARY
Intersections studied along Main Street and US 290 include:
•
•
•
•

US 290 at US 87 (“The Y”)
Main at Milam
Main at Orange
Main at Adams

•
•
•
•

Main at Llano
Main at Lincoln
Main at Washington
Main at Elk

•
•
•

Main at Olive
US 290 at Highway
US 290 at Friendship

The Main Street corridor experiences much of the congestion in Fredericksburg, exacerbated by tourist
traffic and truck traffic. Relief efforts which decrease congestion along Main Street can provide large
benefits to the overall network. The three primary improvements suggested for the Main Street corridor
include signal retiming, stop bar relocation, and the creation of new turn lanes.
Signal timing improvements primarily include providing more time to side streets or allowing permissiveprotective left turn maneuvers for side streets. Optimizing signal timing in this way provides better traffic
flow overall at intersections along Main Street. Stop bar relocation is intended to provide more room along
side streets for trucks and other large vehicles to complete right turns. Side street stop bars may be
relocated as far as 30 feet back from their current locations to provide room for truck maneuvers. Using
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existing pavement space to create left or right turn lanes will help queueing issues and allow for more
efficient flow along Main Street.

SHORT-TERM IMPROVEMENT (1) – RETIME EXISTING INTERSECTIONS
Intersections recommended for re-timing to account for new demand by 2025:
•
•
•
•

US 290 at US 87 (“The Y”)
Main at Milam
Main at Adams
Main at Llano

•
•
•
•

Main at Lincoln
Main at Washington
Main at Elk
Main at Olive

•
•
•
•

Llano at Travis
SH 16 at Windcrest
SH 16 at Highway
Washington at Highway

Intersection retiming can improve operations at intersections by better optimizing traffic flow through the
intersection. Retiming suggestions vary on a location-by-location basis, but some general trends include
providing more time to minor streets to prevent backup and changing left turn operations to permissiveprotective or providing protected left turn arrows at select locations.
The planning-level cost to retime these specific intersections is roughly $30,000. A general
recommendation, not specific to any location, is to coordinate with TxDOT for regular re-timing of
signalized intersections in the City to reflect current demands. It is suggested to re-time signals at least
once every three years to keep up with the pace of active development.
During this study, coordination with TxDOTs consultant, Iteris, occurred to understand recent signal timing
studies and changes in Fredericksburg, predominantly along US 290 and SH 16. There are ongoing
efforts to upgrade signals in the City to have communication links for signal timing progression as well as
implementation of demand responsive timing plans to improve traffic flow at intersections. These
improvements were not reflected in this study for either the baseline “do nothing” scenario or the
improved condition in 2025, as these improvements are not yet defined.

SHORT-TERM IMPROVEMENT (2) – LANE REASSIGNMENTS
Intersections where lane reassignments are recommended include:
•
•
•
•
•

Main at Adams
Main at Washington
Main at Elk
Main at Olive
US 290 at Highway

•
•
•
•
•

US 290 at Friendship
Llano at Austin
Llano at Travis
Adams at San Antonio
Adams at Creek

•
•
•
•
•

Adams at Live Oak
SH 16 at Windcrest
SH 16 at Highway
SH 16 at Milam
Washington at Highway

Lane reassignments involve changing the lane layout of an intersection without changing the pavement
width. This can be achieved either by changing the assignments of the existing lane layout or by
narrowing existing lanes to accommodate a new lane in the same pavement space. This is typically done
to add a left turn lane to one or more approaches at an intersection, though sometimes it involves adding
a right turn lane. It should be noted that due to existing street flow drainage design, this restriping may
push outside lanes into areas where some anticipated design year water ponding will occur near the curb.
However, the required minimum space for through lanes is not affected by restriping as these revisions
do not affect pavement width. At the intersections of Main at Washington and Adams at Creek, one
approach was eliminated to provide for a one-way movement and improved traffic optimization.
The planning-level cost to reassign these intersections, including any signal head changes needed as a
result of the change, is roughly $230,000.
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SHORT-TERM IMPROVEMENT (3) – SIGNING AND STRIPING
Intersections recommended for new striping and signs include:
• US 290 at US 87 (“The Y”)
• Main at Llano
• Washington at Walnut
• Main at Milam
• Main at Lincoln
• Main at Orange
• Milam at Austin
Striping improvements involve applying pavement markings to better denote existing traffic conditions,
such as striping a yellow centerline to separate travel directions or striping dashed-line “puppy tracks” to
clearly denote turning movement paths. These improvements do not change the status quo of a roadway
but rather make the status quo clearer to understand. These are relatively quick and cheap improvements
to help both safety and operations.
The planning-level cost to restripe these intersections is roughly $60,000.

SHORT-TERM IMPROVEMENT (4) – SAFETY-SPECIFIC IMPROVEMENTS
Intersections where safety improvements are recommended include:
•
•

US 290 at US 87 (“The Y”)
US 290 at Highway

•
•

SH 16 at Windcrest
Washington at Walnut

•

Milam at Austin

Safety improvements focus more on eliminating potential dangers of an intersection than making its
operations more efficient. Most safety improvements involve major construction efforts, such as
constructing new medians, reconstructing the layout of an intersection, or reconstructing drainage
structures at the intersection.
At the intersection of US 290 at US 87 (The “Y”), safety improvements involve restriping the intersection
to guide the turning movement from eastbound US 290 to northbound US 87, the installation of medians
to more clearly assign all traffic movements, and the installation of a pedestrian hybrid beacon to allow for
the safer crossing of pedestrians in place of the existing traffic signal arm on US 87 N westbound from US
290, which is in dark mode unless activated by a pedestrian, generally resulting in better yield behavior.
At the intersection of US 290 and Highway, safety improvements include installing a pork chop median in
the Whataburger driveway to make the driveway operate as was initially intended through permitting.
At the intersection of SH 16 and Windcrest, safety improvements include reconstructing the northeastern
portion of the intersection where Windcrest intersects Adams to reduce the short-distance intersection
conflicts in the area.
At the intersection of Washington and Walnut, safety improvements include installing a median between
Washington and Granite to reduce vehicular conflicts, providing a center turn lane or raised median
through the curve area on Washington, and generally consolidating or reorienting some access to reduce
conflict points.
At the intersection of Milam at Austin, safety improvements include converting the intersection to an allway stop, installing stop signs with flashing beacons or edge-lit LED signs on the Milam Street
approaches, and adding high-visibility pedestrian crosswalks with sawtooth curb at corners to guide
turning movements.
The planning-level cost to complete all five of these safety improvements is roughly $400,000.
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PUBLIC INPUT
The public in the City of Fredericksburg and Gillespie County was encouraged to provide feedback
through various forms. The following section documents the multiple opportunities for public feedback and
the general concerns that citizens have about the proposed projects.

METHODS OF ENGAGEMENT
The general public was provided several opportunities to provide feedback. Some of these opportunities
are listed below.
•

•
•
•

Open House presentation on January 28th
o Three interactive activities on boards
o Two maps to leave open comments
o Comment cards
o Paper and online survey
o Comments made directly to city staff and consultant staff
Online survey that was open from January 24th through February 14th
Emails to project email address
In-person visits to city staff

Information about all these feedback opportunities were publicized through various forms of media,
including newspaper, radio, business cards, and portable message boards. All of this information,
including all information presented at the open house, was also available on a city website.

OPEN HOUSE SUMMARY
An open house was hosted on January 28th, 2020 from 5 PM to 8 PM to receive public feedback. The
open house was advertised in the Fredericksburg Standard newspaper, on the local radio, on the city
website, on business cards distributed throughout the city, and on portable message boards installed at
heavily trafficked roadways on the edges of the city. In total, more than 180 individuals signed in at the
open house, though several did not sign in from observations at the check-in station. The actual total was
estimated to be 250-300 attendees.
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The open house presented four potential alignment options which, if constructed, would each relieve local
traffic congestion by providing new connections between major roads in the area. Additionally, possible
improvement options for all twenty-six signalized (26) intersections in town and two intersections with
observed safety issues were presented.

There were several activities available at the open house to ask questions and provide feedback. Open
house attendees were encouraged to provide the following information on the presentation boards:
1. Where the attendee lives (to help calibrate feedback received)
2. The attendee’s top 3 intersection projects
3. Three up- or down-votes for the four alignment options
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Comment boards were also available for attendees to write a comment on a sticky note and place it on a
map of the potential improvement options. Comment cards were available throughout the open house for
people to record any comments they were not able to make while participating with the boards. City staff
and consultant staff were available throughout the night for comments.

Of the attendees who participated in the “Where Do You Live?” board at the open house, roughly 60%
resided somewhere outside the city limits and the remaining attendees resided within the city.
At the end of the open house, attendees had the opportunity to participate in a survey. During the open
house, four attendees completed comment cards, thirty-eight attendees completed paper surveys, and
three attendees completed online surveys. Several more comments were received on large format aerial
layouts in the center of the room.

ADDITIONAL COMMENT OPPORTUNITIES
After the open house, the public had over two weeks to provide comments on the information presented
through online surveys, paper surveys located in City Hall, emails to the project email address, and
meetings with city staff. In this time, an additional thirty-three (32) online surveys were completed, and
one additional paper survey was turned in at City Hall. Comment opportunities were closed on February
14, 2020 to begin processing results.

FEEDBACK ON MEDIUM-TERM PROJECTS
There were two major opportunities for feedback on the alignment options: 1) the open house board
where attendees could up- or down-vote options, and 2) the survey where respondents could rank their
preferred alignments.
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FEEDBACK RANKING
Feedback from both the open house boards and the survey was ranked at an individual response level to
create aggregate comparisons between options.
Feedback from the open house boards was evaluated under three major criteria – total number of votes
per alignment, total number of up-votes per alignment, and percentage of up-votes per alignment.
Feedback from the surveys was provided a score: a project ranked 1st would receive four points, a project
ranked 2nd would receive three points, a project ranked 3rd would receive two points, and a project ranked
4th would receive one point. With a total of 55 survey responses which ranked the projects, the lowest
possible overall score is 55, and the highest possible overall score is 220.

FEEDBACK GENERAL RESULTS
The general results of the alignment feedback are shown below in Table 8. A more detailed discussion of
the results for each alignment is below.
Table 8: Alignment Option Feedback Results
Open House

Online and Paper Survey

Alignment

Total
Votes

Total UpVotes

Percent
Up-Votes

Most
Common
Rank

2nd Most
Common
Rank

Overall
Score

Post Oak

72

44

61%

4th

1st

148

Mulberry

48

36

75%

3rd

2nd

157

Frederick

42

34

81%

2nd

3rd

178

Inner Loop

85

59

69%

1st

4th

176

Overall, there was not a clear “winner” for the public-preferred alignment. Many of the options had
conflicting results, and the rankings were relatively equal.
In general, it appears that “outer” extensions (Frederick and Inner Loop) were preferred over “inner”
extensions (Post Oak and Mulberry). Additionally, it appears that eastern extensions (Mulberry and
Frederick) received more positive responses than western extensions (Post Oak and Inner Loop). The
residential demographics of respondents may be a factor in why the survey and open house results are
this way.

POST OAK EXTENSION
The Post Oak Extension received a relatively high number of total votes from the open house board, but it
had the overall lowest percentage of up-votes. The extension was most commonly ranked 4th out of the
four alignment options and has the lowest overall score. However, the second most common rank the
public gave the Post Oak Extension was 1st overall. The score generated from survey responses was the
lowest of the four options.
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Positive public comments about the Post Oak Extension mention its value relative to its cost and its
benefits for city residents. Negative public comments about the Post Oak Extension mention its
neighborhood impacts.

MULBERRY EXTENSION
The Mulberry Extension received a relatively low number of total votes from the open house board, but it
had the second-highest overall percentage of up-votes. The extension was most commonly ranked 3rd
and 2nd overall. The score generated from survey responses was roughly in the middle of the lowest
score and the two highest scores.
Positive public comments about the Mulberry Extension mention its relatively low cost. Negative public
comments about the Mulberry Extension mention its neighborhood impacts.

FREDERICK EXTENSION
The Frederick Extension received the lowest overall number of total votes from the open house board and
the lowest number of up-votes, but it had the highest percentage of up-votes out of the four alignment
options. The extension was most commonly ranked 2nd and 3rd overall. The score generated from survey
responses was the highest out of the four alignment options.
Positive public comments about the Frederick Extension mention its effects on truck traffic. Negative
public comments about the Frederick Extension mention its increased tax burden and land acquisition.

INNER LOOP EXTENSION
The Inner Loop Extension received the highest overall number of total votes from the open house board
and the highest number of up-votes, but it received the second-lowest percentage of up-votes. The
extension was most commonly ranked 1st overall, though its second most common ranking was 4th
overall. The score generated from survey responses second highest out of the four alignment options.
Positive public comments about the Inner Loop Extension mention relief for Main Street and its
advantages compared to the proposed TxDOT Relief Route. Negative public comments about the Inner
Loop Extension mention its increased tax burden and land acquisition.

FEEDBACK ON SHORT-TERM PROJECTS
There were two major opportunities for feedback on the intersection options: 1) the open house board
where attendees could rank their three most preferred projects, and 2) the survey where respondents
could list their three top choice intersections.

FEEDBACK RANKING
Feedback from both the open house boards and the survey was ranked together at an individual
response level to create aggregate comparisons between options.
Feedback from the open house boards was provided a score: a project ranked 1st would receive three
points, a project ranked 2nd would receive two points, and a project ranked 3rd would receive one point.
Feedback from the surveys was averaged at two points per intersection voted.
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FEEDBACK GENERAL RESULTS
The general results of the intersection feedback are shown below in Table 9. A map displaying the
frequency of votes at each intersection is shown in Figure 10.
Table 9: Intersections Which Received 10 or More Points
Intersection

Score

Main at Milam

66

Main at Washington

65

Main at Olive

60

Washington at Walnut/Granite

52

US 290 at US 87

45

Main at Llano

38

Main at Elk

33

Washington at Friendship

30

Washington at Highway

25

SH 16 at Friendship

17

Main at Adams

16

US 290 at Friendship

13

Llano at Travis

11

US 290 at Highway

10
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Figure 10: Intersection Vote Density
Intersections along Main Street and intersections along Washington Street received the most frequent
votes. Intersections along Adams Street received relatively few votes.
From comments provided at the open house and in the survey, some of the primary concerns the public
expressed with these intersections are that they are dangerous, it can be difficult to make left turns, and
that they are confusing. Some of the primary benefits the public saw with these intersections are that they
are cheap, they are short term, and they can improve safety.
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PUBLIC COMMENTS SUMMARY

Owners do not
want to be
sacrificed

Favorable “bang
for buck”

Progress
needs to be
done now

A city
solution

None are
worth the
cost

In total, an estimated 250-300 people attended the open house event, an estimated 130 open house
attendees interacted with the boards presented at the open house, 4 open house attendees left comment
cards at the open house, and 71 people participated in either the paper survey or the online survey. A
compilation of public input materials can be found in Appendix F.
Several helpful public comments were made both in favor of and in opposition to all four alignment
options. Some public comments were made in opposition to the intersection projects, but most
respondents responded favorably to all intersection options. Five quotes from survey responses are
included above to illustrate the diversity of opinion regarding these projects. As future planning and
design decisions are made, all comments will continue to be considered.

CITY COUNCIL AND COMISSIONERS COURT SUMMARY
TO BE FILLED IN AT A LATER DATE
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Any recommendations presented for this traffic impact study depend on the budget available for projects.
No budget has yet been established for the intersection projects presented in the Fredericksburg TIS. As
a result, several recommendations will be presented within varying possible future budget ranges. For
each possible budget range, two recommendations will be presented, a primary and alternate option.

BASELINE
The baseline cost for all twenty-three intersection projects is $720,000. The remainder of the
recommendations presented in the Fredericksburg TIS assume that all of the intersection projects will be
completed prior to any extensions. The budgets reflected in this section assume that the baseline cost of
$720,000 is included and that all short-term intersection projects will be completed.

BUDGET 1: BUDGET IS <$10 MILLION
With a city budget of less than $10 million, the only two alignment options within the budget are the two
“inner” extensions – the Post Oak Extension and the Mulberry Extension. Thus, the two recommended
options involve either constructing one or the other.

BUDGET 1 PRIMARY OPTION: CONSTRUCT POST OAK EXTENSION
The Post Oak Extension costs just over $7 million, which is the minimum budget necessary for any of the
alignment options to be constructed and is expected to see benefits valued 3.9 times higher than the cost
over 20 years. The money spent on this option would contribute to traffic relief along Milam Street and at
two major intersections along Main Street. It cannot be estimated what the local versus regional makeup
of redistributed traffic will be, but it is anticipated that some redistributed traffic will be regional. This option
would help alleviate issues closer to the city center in the southwest region of Fredericksburg.
Total budget: $7,920,000

BUDGET 1 ALTERNATE: CONSTRUCT MULBERRY EXTENSION
The Mulberry Extension costs close to $8 million and is expected to see benefits valued 3.8 times higher
than the cost over 20 years. The money spent on this option would contribute to traffic relief along Main
Street between Llano and Eagle, and along Llano Street between Main and Mulberry. It cannot be
estimated what the local versus regional makeup of redistributed traffic will be, but it is anticipated that
some redistributed traffic will be regional. This option would help alleviate issues closer to the city center
in the northeast region of Fredericksburg.
Total budget: $8,620,000

BUDGET 2: BUDGET IS $10 MILLION - $20 MILLION
With a city budget between $10 million and $20 million, two major possibilities exist: either both “inner”
extensions (Post Oak and Mulberry) are constructed, or one “outer” extension within the budget
(Frederick) is constructed.
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BUDGET 2 PRIMARY: CONSTRUCT POST OAK AND MULBERRY EXTENSIONS
The combination of the Post Oak Extension and the Mulberry Extension costs just over $15 million. Each
extension would see benefits valued more than 3.8 times higher than the cost over 20 years. The money
spent on this option would contribute to traffic relief along Main Street, Llano Street, and Milam Street
near the Fredericksburg city center. It cannot be estimated what the local versus regional makeup of
redistributed traffic will be, but it is anticipated that some redistributed traffic will be regional. This option
would help alleviate issues closer to the city center in both the southwest and northeast quadrants of the
city.
Total budget required: $15,820,000

BUDGET 2 ALTERNATE: CONSTRUCT FREDERICK EXTENSION
The Frederick Extension costs about $17 million and is expected to see benefits valued 1.8 times higher
than the cost over 20 years. The money spent on this option would contribute to traffic relief along Main
Street between Llano and Friendship, and along Llano Street between Main and Frederick. It cannot be
estimated what the local versus regional makeup of redistributed traffic will be, but it is anticipated that
some redistributed traffic will be regional, including truck traffic. It should be noted that Frederick cannot
be signed as a truck route and cannot carry permit loads. This option would help alleviate issues starting
further from the city center in the northeast region of Fredericksburg.
Total budget required: $17,720,000

BUDGET 3: BUDGET IS $20 MILLION - $30 MILLION
With a city budget between $20 million and $30 million, two major possibilities exist: either the western
“outer” extension and the eastern “inner” extension (Inner Loop and Mulberry) are constructed, or the
eastern “outer” extension and the western “inner” extension (Frederick and Post Oak) are constructed.

BUDGET 3 PRIMARY: CONSTRUCT FREDERICK AND POST OAK EXTENSIONS
The combination of the Frederick Extension and the Post Oak Extension costs just over $24 million. The
Frederick Extension and Post Oak Extension would see benefits 1.8 times and 3.9 times higher than the
cost over 20 years, respectively. The money spent on this option would contribute to traffic relief along
western Main Street, northern Llano Street, and southern Milam Street. It cannot be estimated what the
local versus regional makeup of redistributed traffic will be, but it is anticipated that some redistributed
traffic will be regional, including truck traffic. This option would help alleviate issues closer to the city
center in southwest region and issues starting further from the city center in the northeast region of the
city.
Total budget: $24,920,000

BUDGET 3 ALTERNATE: CONSTRUCT INNER LOOP AND MULBERRY EXTENSIONS
The combination of the Inner Loop Extension and the Mulberry Extension costs nearly $28 million. The
Inner Loop Extension and Mulberry Extension would see benefits 1.6 times and 3.8 times higher than the
cost over 20 years, respectively. The money spent on this option would contribute to traffic relief along
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Main Street and Llano Street near the Fredericksburg city center and along major state highway
intersections (Main at Washington, US 290 at Friendship, etc.). It cannot be estimated what the local
versus regional makeup of redistributed traffic will be, but it is anticipated that some redistributed traffic
will be regional, including truck traffic. It should be noted that Inner Loop cannot be signed as a truck
route and cannot carry permit loads. This option would help alleviate issues closer to the city center in
northeast region and issues starting further from the city center in the western region of the city.
Total budget: $28,620,000

FINAL PROPOSED RECOMMENDED PROJECTS
TO BE FILLED IN AT A LATER DATE
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